Powerful compaction and versatile restoration

- Low weight
- Working in narrow formworks
- High compaction performance

Powerful and ergonomic working

If you want to protect your historical heritage, you have to handle consciously and with care with the building substance. Is a replacement of fillings, rammed earth soil or even only plaster layers necessary, VOGT equipment masters the balancing act between care and effectiveness due to its sensitive handling and the adaptation of equipment and tools. The right tool length enables an ergonomic working posture and a good overview. In combination with the right impact power through pressure adjustment, the conditions for controlled working are given. In addition, the width of the tool influences the penetration behaviour, which helps to avoid quirks in the masonry or framework to be exposed. The range of tools is also wide: During joint renovation, narrow chisels on rollers remove the mortar at the set depth. Edgeless scrapers gently remove levelling compounds from the to be obtained boards. Digging spades enable underpinnings and tamping plates help to build rammed loam grounds and to fill concrete to the brim. Compaction is also used when valuable rammed earth walls are constructed in terms of room climate and aesthetics: The device reaches the last corners of the formwork and presses the loam properly through the high single impact energy.
The advantages

- Fast tool change
- Many application possibilities
- Effective work by high power of impact
- Ergonomic upright working position
- Different stick lengths with large tool choice
- Low air consumption enables use of 230 V compressors
- Fatigue-free work due to low weight and vibration damping
- 2 years warranty on equipment and tools – made in Germany
Over 120 tools enable a wide range of versatility for the most diverse applications

- Scraping
- Cutting
- Break open
- Lay off joints
- Scabbling
- Digging
- Compacting
- Pile driving

Further info brochures

Demolition Restoration
Tiles Plaster Insulation
Parquet Floor coverings
Bitumen Flat roof Sealings
Industry Cleaning
Underground, drain- pipeline construction
Landscaping Aeration and injection technique
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